Our team

Dr Nathan Smith is a Research Fellow in Psychology, Security and Trust at
the University of Manchester (UoM). He is primarily interested in
psychological and behavioural responses to extreme stress.

Dr Emma Barrett is a Professor of Psychology, Security and Trust at the
UoM and is the University’s strategic lead for Digital Trust and Security.
Emma has a broad range of research interests, falling into two themes:
psychology and security, and the psychology of extreme environments.

Dr Caroline Jay is a Reader in Empirically Sound Software Engineering in
the School of Computer Science at the UoM. She is qualified as both a
Psychologist (BA, CPsychol) and Computer Scientist (MSc, PhD), and
undertakes research crossing these domains.

Mrs Shane Winser heads Geography Outdoors: the Royal Geographical
Society (RGS) centre supporting field research and exploration. Shane
chairs the BSI technical panel for British Standard BS 8848: 2014 the
specification which benchmarks good practice for the provision of visits,
fieldwork, expeditions and adventure outside the UK.

What I learnt
• Make sure you know where you’re going…literally in my case!
• Be ambitious: try something different that relates to your skillset (and that of your team) but makes the reviewer panel pay attention (informal
conversations help at the very beginning)
• You can do a lot with a little! Use your networks – think about where you can get in-kind funding to complement the hard cash you secure
• Select your team: figure out levels of involvement, who will do what and when

• Create a story: we told the story of what might happen if we didn’t do the research
• What type of project manager are you? Communicate that to team to set expectations
• Might need to adapt: stay in communication with the funders
• Go and talk to people about what you’ve done, you never know where it might lead!

